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Forthcoming events

08. - 10. October 2012

40th Annual European Transport
Conference

Glasgow

UK

 

11. October 2012

EEAC / RLI conference

Rotterdam

THE NETHERLANDS

 

22. - 26. October 2012

19th ITS World Congress -
Smarter on the way

Vienna

AUSTRIA

 

23. - 24. October 2012

2nd TROLLEY City-Industry-
Summit

Leipzig

GERMANY

 

 

 

Friend of Eltis

Some of the new registered
Friends of Eltis are:

 

Radmila Pavlovic, SR

Francesco Palma, IT

Liesbeth van Alphen, NL

Entela Shkreli, AL

Tamás Mátrai, HU

Wim Schuddinck, BE

Holger Zeiser, DE

Claire Prospert, UK
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Welcome to the Eltis Mobility Update!

 

Eltis video clips can now be selected on a map

A new interactive map makes it now easy to find an Eltis video about a city or initiative close to
where you live. Eltis added this feature following frequent requests from users during the past
year.

Do you know other good video clips on urban mobility measures that might fit into the Eltis
collection? Then please let us know by sending an e-mail to the Eltis helpdesk. Video clips should
have a maximum duration of 5 minutes and be available free of charge. Each published clip will be
accompanied by a description in the style of the Eltis Case Studies. The Eltis team will write the
case study text based on the information provided.

We wish you pleasant reading.

Your Eltis Team

 

 

News

 

First eco-bus enters service in Zalaegerszeg (Hungary)

The first eco-bus of the local public transport company entered service
on 27 June. It is fuelled by biomethane, which is derived from the local
sewage treatment plant. This action is part of a series of measures
which aim to turn Zalaegerszeg into a sustainable town.

>> read more

 

 

How to join in with European mobility week

The latest tool on Eltis gives guidance on activities to participate in
European Mobility week. The European Mobility Week handbook gives
transport practitioners advice on how to implement activities to promote
the take-up of cycling, walking and public transport use. For each

means of transport, numerous suggestions and examples are given, based on the experiences of
cities participating in European Mobility Week.
To download this and other useful tools visit the tools for practitioners section today.

>> read more

 

 

New pathway for cyclists and pedestrians opened in Helsinki

(Finland)

A new pathway for cyclists and pedestrians known as Baana has been
opened in Helsinki to facilitate travel through the city centre.

>> read more

 

 

Carsharing on the verge of a breakthrough (The Netherlands)

In March 2012, there were 2,649 shared cars in the Netherlands. This
represents an increase of 25% compared to 2011. Carsharing has
been growing in popularity in the last years, but is now gaining
momentum. KpVV, the Dutch Transport Knowledge Resource Centre,

recently published figures on the use of carsharing in the Netherlands.

>> read more
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Making Mobility Fit for the Future 

The European knowledge brokerage consortium CORPUS has
identified mobility challenges and developed a research agenda for
transforming current unsustainable mobility patterns. More than 100
experts in science and policy from all over Europe came together of a

series of three workshops to debate current mobility trends, sustainability challenges, policy
instruments and future visions for sustainable mobility. In light of the global climate crisis and rising
prices for fossil fuels, the experts advocate new priorities in exploring sustainable mobility futures.

>> read more

 

 

Mobility Management for the Helsinki Regional Transport

Authority 

A bundle of mobility management (MM) measures has been
successfully implemented by the Helsinki Regional Transport Authority.
The program was the first attempt to introduce MM at region level in

Finland.

>> read more

 

 

The Times newspaper's "Cities Fit for Cycling" campaign

After one of its reporters was put in a coma while biking to work, The
Times newspaper of London launched a public campaign to make
Britain's streets safer for cyclists. The initiative instantly raised the
issue's public profile - a reminder that even in the age of Twitter and

Facebook, mainstream media still has enormous sway in public affairs.

>> read more

 

 

Introducing: “Nordic Cycle Cities”- Cycling on the

agenda in 11 Nordic municipalities

 

The strategic and systematic promotion of cycling has been the main objective for 11

municipalities in Denmark, Norway and Sweden who took part in the inter-regional bicycle

project “Nordic Cycle Cities”.

 

Over the past three years, 11 small and medium-sized municipalities have developed methods and
tools to help them meet the challenge of getting more citizens to jump on their bikes.

 

Prior to the project, ad hoc planning and a focus on physical infrastructure often characterised their
work. Thus, each municipality sought to implement a more systematic and holistic approach to
cycle planning, secure political ownership and establish an effective organisational framework.

 

 

Bicycle accounts, strategies, and plans of action

 

Instrumental to the success of the project was the preparation of three strategic documents:
bicycle accounts, a bicycle strategy, and a bicycle action plan. These answered the following
questions: “Where are we?”, “Where are we going?”, and “How do we get there?” This work
involved administrations, politicians, and citizens in each of the municipalities, as well as local
politicians who subsequently approved the documents.

 

For the Swedish municipality, Mölndal, the work has resulted in a much greater focus on cycling.
Ulf Bredby, Project Manager in Mölndal, Sweden, says, “For us, participating in Nordic Cycle Cities
has meant that cycling has been put on the agenda both among politicians and government officials
to a much higher degree than before. Working out the action plan has given us a clear idea what to
do within seven different focus areas.”

 

For many of the project managers, the project has resulted in more resources being made
available for cycling.

 

“For us in the region of Kristiansand, I think the most valuable thing has been the development of a
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bicycle strategy and action plan. It has been an important task that has meant that we have
allotted large resources for building cycle tracks. The objective of doubling the modal share of
cyclists within 10 years has also been incorporated into other plans and strategies”, says Siri
Gilbert from the Municipality of Kristiansand, Norway.

 

 

Kids and commuters

 

The 11 municipalities focussed on two particular target groups: children and commuters. The trend
in all three Nordic countries is that fewer and fewer children are learning how to deal with traffic.
This is a major concern since experience shows that good cycling habits developed in childhood
continue into adult life. A large percentage of the workforce in Denmark, Norway and Sweden have
less than 5 km to work. Also our choice of transport mode to and from work often determines our
travel habits in relation to other activities. Exchanging experiences between municipalities has also
opened the eyes of the Swedish and Norwegian partners to the use of training bikes at bicycle
events, as a way of engaging children. It also inspired participants to develop their own campaign
concepts.

 

Many workers in businesses located in the 11 municipalities have noticed the increased efforts to
support cycling. For example, Mölndal established a network for businesses focusing on how to
get more commuters to cycle to work.

 

All the participating municipalities used the Nordic Bicycle Day on 21 April 2010 to organise local
events. At the same time, a number of facilities were put in place, such as bicycle racks, bicycle
counters, water fountains, air pumps, signs and information boards, to offer better services to
cyclists.

 

At www.nordiskecykelbyer.dk all interested parties can download instructions for the preparation
of bicycle accounts, strategies and action plans used by the 11 municipalities, read more about the
work of the task groups, and download a magazine presenting the results of the project.

Further information about the preparation of bicycle accounts, strategies and action plans can be
found at: www.nordiskecykelbyer.dk and in the summary report.

 

Article by Dea Seeberg, VEKSØ Mobility, des@vekso.com

 

 

Eltis user of the month

 

 

 

 

 

is Gustav Friis, City of Aalborg, Denmark

>> read more about Gustav Friis

 

 

Interview of the month

 

Minze Walvius, project developer on sustainable transport and CEO of the Dutch
mobility consultancy ADVIER Mobiliseert, introduces the idea of mobility budgets for
companies. Listen to his interview and read a case study where this idea has
already been implemented.

>> read more
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